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iI. INTRODUCTION i
i
.-_ . . f -
The work descrlb,.-t. ;lereL:: ks in support of a contract called "Beneficial i '
Uses of Space" which _h_ cPreral Electric Company is carrying out for the le
National Aeronautic_ . . ; :-_ce Administration at this time. a. :"
The objective of the study described in this report is to develop quantl- _,
tatlve relations between various force fields and their effects on the
motion of particles of various sizes and physical characteristics. More i
particularly I the st:_;_' is concerned primarily with weak force fields '*
whose effects arc ordinazi3y masked out by the large gravitational force
field in the earthbound environment.
In a satellite, howe,, _1, where the gravitational field is nullified by
centrifugal force_ these _, latively weak forces are strong enough to pro-
duce substantial particlL'.::_otions which should be useful in sorting or
separating or otherwise manipulating a variety of particle types.
If the particles to be manipulated are floating in an evacuated chamberj
their acceleration will be the important parameter j-and we have found i
that very substantial accelerations can be achieved in many cases. On
the other hand 3 if the particles are confined in a container fill._d with
a viscous medium such as air or water_ they will ordinarily reach a drag
limited constant velocity quite quickly in response to the applied force
field_ so that velocity rather than inltlal acceleration is the slgnifi-
cant parameter.
As shown in the body of the report_ the particle accelerations produced
in a vacuum or the particle velocities produced in a viscous medium are
dependent on the nature and intensity of the force field_ the viscous
medium_ if used# and the characteristics of the particles themselves.
These dependencies offer a variety of potential means of sorting or _"
separating mixed assemblages of particles. Combinations may be chosen
_hlch will produce motions primarily sensitive either to electrical _'
properties_ magnetic properties_ slze_ or combinations of the above
parameters with density_ depending on the nature of the force field and
medium used.
It is hoped that the general expressions developed for these particle
force field interactions and the numerical examples worked out for typi-
cal cases will enable potential users of the space environment to iden-
tify fruitful applications in the manufacture or processing of various
commodit ies.
It was not a part of the study reported here to seek out the applications,
but rather to produce a "box of tools" useful in the search for appllca-
t ions,
The phenomena which have been explored for use in manipulating particles
are as follows:
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: • LIGHT i
cHEAT
: • MICROWA%_S
• SOUND PRESSURE * 5
• PARTICULATE RADIATION " .
• ELECTROSTATIC FORCES |
• MAGNETIC FORCES t
Brief Description and Comparison of Forces
, It is seen that each of the first three phenomena is a form of electro-
magnetlc radiation. The net DC force produced on partlcles in the field
of an electromagnetic wave results from'the radiation pressure of the
wave. these three forms of radlation 2 plus X-rays and gamma rays, which
_ are also forms of electromagnetic radiation, are treated together in a
- . slngle section on electromagnetic radiation effects. The force produced
is proportlonal to the effective area of the partlcles times the inten 1
slty of the radiation.
"I Unlike electromagnetic waves, sound waves require a medium for t_ansmis-
sion. Like electromagnetic waves_ sound waves also produce a radiation
_ _ pressure force which is proportional to the effective area of the parti-
- _ cle and the intensity of the wave. Inmost cases, however, the particle
"_- i is much smaller than the wavelength a and in this regime thc effecclve
_ size of the partlcle as far as scattering of the wave is concerned is
:_ * much smaller than its actual size_ so that very little force is produced.
-- This is discussed further in the section on sound pressure_ where another
effect known as acoustic streamlng_ which may have more useful appllca- •
tions in particle manipulation is also discussed. ;
i In the section on particulate radlatlon, the case of an electron beam im-
-- •pinging on particles is discussed. As in electromagnetic pressure and
sound pressure, the force produced is proportional to the particle area
_.. and to parameters related to the beam intensity. Electron beams differ,
•however, from electromagnetlc waves and sound waves in that the effective
cross section area of the particle will generally be _proxlmately equal
to its actual cross section area as far as vari_Licus Ln particle size
are concerned_ so that the equat lons of motion would be _xpected to hold
down to very small particles.
The report concludes with discussions of magnetic forces and electrostatic
forces. We are a l familiar with the fact that large forces are developed
on sof_ iron parts in relays and solenoids by relatively small electromag-
nets_ but it is not so co,only realized that nearly all substances have
magnetic permeabilltles differing sufficiently from unity to produce appre-
ciable motions in a magnetic field in a zero gravity environment. The
equations for magnetlc forces and their resulting accelerations in a vacuum
or velocltles in viscous media are glven_ as well as numerical examples for
various substances.
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I The electrostatic dielectrophoresis to exactlyforce
of is shown be simi-
lar in form to the magnetic force_ It depends on the strength of the
electric field and its degree of non-uniformity, the dielectric constant
of the particle, and the volume of the particle, in exactly the same
functional way that the magnetic force depends on the strength and the
non-uniformity of the magnetic field, the magnetic _ermeability of the_
partlcle_ and the volume of the particle.
These electrostatic and magnetic forces are dependent on particle volume
rather than on cross sectional area as in the case of the forces arising
from electromagnetic waves, sound waves and particulate beams. They,
therefore, furnish a sensitivity to different particle parameters# a fact
| which adds versatility to the application possibilities.
Throughout this report we refer to the motion of particles of micron size
in an evacuated or gas filled chamber resulting from various applied
forces. One must realize that this type of interaction would in general
be totally swamped out in the earth's gravitational field, since the
partlcles would all fall to the bottom of the chamber, particularly in"
._ the case of a vacuum chamber. In the zero gravity environment, however, ithe particles would be floating lazily about the chamber, and the applied
force would be effective in sorting or other manipulative processes.
For the case of particles such as viruses which must be preserved in a water
-J solution, the effects of the forces studied here are very small indee_ because
of the drag force exerted on the particles by the viscosity of the liquid
I medium. For example, the sun_.mry chart on page 39 lists limi=ing velocitiesfor particles in air as the viscous medium for various force fields. Limiting
velocities ranging from 10-5 to 3 x 10-3 cm/sec are shown for typical forces
and particle sizes in air at atmospheric pressure and temperature. But in a
water solution which has viscesity fifty times greater than air, these
velocities are reduced by fifty fold. In electrophoresis systems, separation
times of tens of minutes in liquid colloid solutions are not uncommon,
" " corresponding to velocities of the order of 10-3 cm/sec, but the predicted
values for the velocities in liquid solutions for the forces described herein
would begenerally much lower.
t
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I Before actually d . _kb_ng the d_tails of the five categories of small forces
that were conslde_g i;_ the study, it is worthwhile to discuss the environ-
mental constraints that will apply in general to all of the forces. The two
issues to be conr_t_ _.: I) the competing effects of thermal motion and i
(2) the viscous f_,_,::-sthat will be acting on the particles if they are in
fluid. A pa_ticl_ _ _. _: _ .ate t_mperature T will have a thermal klneti_
energy<_=_KT, • _. _s Boltzmann's constant, M is the particle _ass,
i v is the particle velocity, and the bracket_ indicate an average. If a gas
of these particles is in a container and a force F is applied in a direction
perpendicular to a wall of the box, the equilibrium distribution of the
: particles is proportJ=n_' to_p_l_here x is the distance away from the
, • wall. Approximately 10_ of the particles will be located a distance _k_
4 away from the wall, much like the fact that 70_ of the earth's atoosphere
Is located within I0 km _f the earth's surface due to the force of gravity.
It should be noted _: _ :,_s is an equilibrium distribution (the Max_ell-
Boltzmann distrlbutiL_) and Coes not contain any information as to the time
necessary to establish the equilibrium. This time might, in fact, be very
long if the medium were a viscous fluid. In Figure II-I, the initial accelera-tion needed at 300°K to establish a distribution with_=Ic_ is plotted .
(curve (I)) as a function of particle size for spherical particles with den-
.I sltles of one gram/cm3. The ordinate of Fig. II-I is the initial acceleration
I that a particle would experience in a viscous fluid as a result of the appliedfierce, and is the same as the particle acceleration in a vacuum, F/M_ where M
is the particle mass. It is used here because much of the subsequent work is
given in terms of the acceleration of particles in a vacuum rather than the
force on the particles. As can be seen, the necessary initial acceleration i_
a fun=tion cf the reciprocal cf the particle radius cubed.
In many cases the particles of interest will be imbedded in a viscous fluid or
gas and it is then likely that the need for a reasonable particle velocity
will determine the necessary force rather than the thermal considerationsgiven above. This can also be seen in Fig. II-I where Stokes law 2 is used
._- to indicate, as a function of particle radius, the initial acceleration nee@ed
• to achieve a final velocity of 0.I cm/sec for spherical particles of density
I gram/cm3 at 300°K for an air medium at standard pressure (cuz_,e (2)) and
for a water medium (curve (3)). As can be seen, both of these curves indicate
a much higher needed initial acceleration than given from the the_aal considera-
tions. Also, as can be seen, this requirement on initial acceleration varies
only as the reciprocal of the radius squared. These curves are meant to serve
only as an illustration of the type of dependencies to be expected. For a
speclflc application, the curves may require scaling since both will depend on
temperature and curve (2) depends strongly on pressure•
It should be noted that the restriction of particle velocity in a viscous fluid
is not necessarily a detrimental effect. The dependence of drift velocity i=
a viscous fluid on particle radius and force,._--_ F (see Fig. II-I fee
explanation) raay actually become an additional means for achieving the scpa-
! ration of particles of different sizes if forces of sufficient magnitude ca=
I be achieved.
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III. RADIATION PRESSURE
In this section, we will consider fileuse of radiation pressure as a means?
for moving small particles and also as a means for achieving selective :
separation of small particles on tilebasis of size of the particles, refr_ive •
index of the particles, and the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation.
We will first derive an equation for the acceleration in a vacuum produced i
by radiation pressure. We will then consider the entire range of electromagnetic
radiation from microwaves to x-rays and gamma rays and attempt to characterize
i the size of achievable acceleration as a function of wavelength in order todetermine the most promising sources of electromagnetic radiation for radiation
pressure. Anticipating the result of this study, we will focus attention on
i the radiation pressure produced by sources in the near ultraviolet, visible,
i and infrared wavelength range. Resonant excitation of atomic absorption
lines in atoms and molecules will also be treated.
f JiI A. Ceneral
i The radiation pressure of an electromagnetic wave on a body that is perfectly _!
absorbing is simply W/c,{3)wh_re W is the power carried by the wave per unit area h
I and c is the speed of light. Expressed another way, W/c is the rate. that i!
I momentum can be removed from the wave per unit area of the wave. Th_ force
i on a body is givenj in general, as I_
- ! IIl-I
, F= .A ,ri i:
i where Oec is the efficiency factor for radiation pressure and A is the cross
tl sectional area of the body. Consequently, is defined as the cross-
-a i sectional area of the body that is effective in receiving momentum from the
i electromagnetic wave. (_ee contains the "physics" of the momentum transfer ,pro ess a d, in gen ral, is a complicated funct on of the parame er /K=_rr_/_.-
t and the refractive index m of the body, where _. is related to the size of the body
" and _ is the wavelength of the incoming radiation. _c can be calculated
from the efficiency factors for absorption _ek_ and for scattering _e_.
and is given as
; where _ is the angle between the scattered light and the transmitted light.
• This equation indicates that all the radiation that is absorbed contributes
i directly to momentum transfer, but scattered ra_iatlon only contributes if itis scattered away from the forward direction. For exanple, perfectly absorbing
_' : particles that are large compared to the wavelength of the incoming radiation
(the geometrical optics requirement) have an effective cross sectional area i
equal to their geometrical cross section _.¢.Q_e=]. This is analogous to an
inelastic collision in mechanics. A large perfectly reflecting particle has
_@_=_ , so that the effective cross section for momentum transfer is twice
] 97402 ] 038-008
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_he geometrical cro_. section, which is analogous to an elastic collision
in mechanics.
The initial acceler-_ .....o:,..',_zelerationlu a vacuum for spherical particles
of ra41us a (cm) and densxLy _ (gram_/cm3) in a radiation field of intenslty.. _
W (watts/cm 2) is give_." ". ; " "" _ i
= --.Sgll C in-3 ;
+
where M is the mass of _ne particle. Although the details of the subsequent
work are for spherical particles since they are easier to handle analytically,
the results can be exp_.1,_u to approximately apply to particles of irregular
shapes by making some _ropriate estimate as to an average radius.
B. Survey of Radiation _Lussure over a Broad Spectrum of Wavelengths
In Table Ill-l, we have chara=terized the size of acceleration achievable from
a broad spectrum of electromagnetic radiation sources. To do this, we have made :
use of the fact that maximum acceleration is achieved with _= 2_6_/_ _2
- and for this value of O( ,.the efficiency factor for strongly refractlng and
absorbing materials _ [_-I!2._is of the order of unity. The power density
=/ gramlcm 3
was chosen as W = I _'a'tt_ 2 and the particle density as _ i
Table III-I
Acceleration in
a vacuum o_ the
Frequency Range Min. Part. mln. particle in
or Nominal Dia. _f°r a I watt/cm 2
Oood radiation fieldTv_.e of radiation T4v.pieal Fr_qu_ne-; _ t_ee 2
Microwave, X band 8 - 12.5 GHz 5 cm 0.75 _m 0.00067 cm/sec
-.Microwave, K band 18 - 26.5 GHz I cm 0.25 cm 0.002 c=l_ec 2
Microwave, 0 band 60 - 120 GHz .3 cm 0.075 cm 0.0067 cm/_ec 2
- * Infrared, submil- 1.2 x 1011Hz to 2500# 630X__to .007P cm/sec 2
limeter 1013 Hz to _30_ 7._X4_ to .67 cm/sec 2
- Infrared, CO2 laser 2.83 x 1013 Hz 10.6/_ 2.6_ 1.9 cm/sec_
V£sible light 6 x 1014 Hz 0.5_. 0.12/_-, 40 cn/sec 2
Ultra Violet 6 x 1015 Hz 0.05_ 0.01_4_ 400 cm/sec 2
• X-rays and _ rays 1017 to 1022 Hz 30 _ to 1.0 _ .0026 cm/sec 2
0.0003 2 (atoms) !
• Note that the power density in these regions _hich is currently available from state-
of-the-art power sources is generall_ =uch less than 1 watt/cm z so that in practical
equipment the accelerations achievable in the asterisked rows would be proportional17
less then the values shown. X-ray pcver is about 10-2 watts/cm 2 as shown on paBe 8,
and dxcept for a few e_perimental lasers at a few hundred microns, there are no good
sources in the submillimeter region.
7
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It is evident from t,,etable that even the highest microwave radar frequencies i_
can in general produce only very small accelerations on the smallest particles !i_
with which they can interact efficiently. The acceleration values canbe
bettered somewhat if a h_gher intensity than the nominal C.W. power intensity of
I watt/cm 2 can be achieved either by use of higher power sources or by'focussing
of the energy•
The submilllmeter infrared region might produce usable accelerations if i_
reasonable power levels were available, but the means of generating and guiding
submillimeter waves are very limited, and the power levels available decrease
rapidly as wavelength decreases in this region.
It would seem that because of their short wavelength X-rays would be a good
source of accelerating Individu I atoms and molecules because of the favorable
value of the parameter x. However, the high energy of the X-rays makes them
very penetrating and consequently they do not interact strongly with individual
atoms and molecules. The lead atom, which has relatively a very large X-ray
cross section, has a cro_s section for emisslon of photoelectrons (the largest) _'
of only 2.7 x I0"20 cm2 _ for I0 KeV X-rays (_= 1.24 _)• This corresponds i!
to an efficiency factor of only (_e_ = I0"4. Other atoms with smaller atomic i_
- numbers have correspondingly smalle_ effective cross sectior_. For example,' the I}
_ air molecule has a cross section two orders of magnitude smaller than lead. 5 ii
Furthermore, the available power levels for X-ray sources are also very small. :,
The 1 watt/cm z value used to compute the accelerations in the above table is !
probably at least two orders of magnitude larger intensity than can be con- i_
venlently achieved. For _xample, the Coolidge tuLe, long the standard source
of X-rays, produces only 3.9 x I0-5 watts/cm 2 at a distance of one meter or i
3.9 x 10-3 watts/cm 2 at I0 cm from the target with an accelerating potential
of I00 keV a_d a current of I0 ma. 6 Therefore, the acceleration of
0.026 cm/sec L in the table represents a _,alue that probably could never be
achieved. In addition, inspection of Fig. If-1 reveals that based on thermal
energy arguments alone the minimum acceleration needed for gas molecules is approxi-
mately 109 cm/sec 2. Consequently, we are well justified in not pursuing the
Issue of x-ray sources further.
" "C. Radiation Pressure from Sources in the Near-Ultraylolet_ Visible & Infrared R_!en
Non Absorptive Materials
Having focussed attention on the range of wavelengths near the visible, we will
now show the results of calculations of particle acceleration due to radiation
pressure as a function of particle size, refractive index, and wavelength of
the source radiation. For each set of particle parame=ers considered, the
calculations were done for three different wavelengths of source radiation, each
corresponding to a known laser frequency: (I) .325]_(HeCd), (2) .6328/_(H_Ne),
(3) 10.6j_(CO2). The calculatlons were made in t_o parts, the first correspond- I
£ng to nonabsorbing particles (real refractive index) and the second to absorbing
particles (complex refractive index).
i
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As noted earlier, the process of calculating the acceleration due to radiation ! _
pressure amounts to the determination of the efficiency factor for radiation Ipressure _p_ . In general, for a spherej this amounts to solving Maxwell's i!equations where one expresses the incoming wave, the wave inside of th¢ :-. _e,i "- and the outgoing wave in terms of an infinite sum of spherical Bessel _Jactio,- i
and then matches boundary conditions at the surface of the sphere. _s was
first done by Gustav Nie in 1908.7 For the work to be presented here,(_ was "_
obtained by piecing together and convolving separate more restricted theorles I_
of scattering such as the theory of _yleigh scattering 8 and anomalous
dlffraction 9 with series expansions t and numerical calculations II derlved I!
directly from the formal Mie scattering theory.
The initial acceleration as a function of v_rtlcle size for non-absorptlve
. spheres with refractive indices of m = 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.8 and 2 for the _
three above noted wavelengths is shown in Figs. III-I,-2, and -3. The particle
density is _ = 1 gram/cm , and the radiation intensity is W = I watt/cm 2. The i
dashed lines in these figures are a reproduction of the requirement which is
sho:.,nin Fig. II-I for the minimum initial acceleration necessary to confine ....
approximately 70 percent of the particles (i.e.]-_ _a.rl@in a distance of I cm. i
It should also be noted that the acceleratlon is_iotted in units of the earth's
gravity ( G = 9.80 x 102 cm/sec2).
The most interesting feature of the results shown is the peak in the particle
size dependence of the initial acceleration. For a given wavelength,_the peak
is approximately independent of refractive index but diminishes in size as m-I
approaches zero. _,e position of the peak occurs for a particle radius that
satisfies the requirement that #_= a_'_/and the maximum acceleration is
approximately given by the following empirical formula
• i
where _ in this expression is in microns and
where the refractive index is constrained to be in the range J_L_q. .
The partlcle radii for which the acceleration is ._>.707 of the maximum value
" (given above) is approximately given by the following empirical formula
The accuracy of the above two formulae is ,%,I0 percent. For particle radii
such that x_,0.5 (eq. for _= .325_, a <.025j2_; for A = ._328_, a _ .05_;
for lO., a K,O.8) the aec leratlon fa'-tls off as a@. "T e reasca --or
this is that for th_se's_all values of x the scattering is essentially
Raylelgh scattering _ so that _rhas a dependence of a_ but the l/a in Eqn. III-3
reduces this to the a3 dependen_ mentioned above. For particle radii such that
X _ 4 (eq. for A m .32_, a 2 0.2_;forA = .6328_, a _ ._;for 2%= I0.6__.
apT_) the acceleration falls c,,_Z_ l/a because'for these-larger values of x
(_Is approximately constant'so that the I/a dependence in Eqn. III-3 prevails.
|
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The range of refr..-.i £vc indice_ I _.rrl _. is sufficient to encompass almost _ :_
all non-abso_ti_=-'_:.aterials. The refractive index for most substances can
be found in the Handbook of C1_emlstry and Physics. 12 Refractive indices for
some representativ_-:_ "_ _" _.'. are given .!n Table III-2.
• !
- .: -.. _t tF
Table III-2
Ice m= 1.31
t-later m= 1.33
, Sulphur m= 1.99
Chlorine (liquid) m= 1.385
Hydrogen (liquid) m= 1.11
Aluminum oxtd_ " m= 1.67
Sodium Iodide : " m= 1.77
Sodium Chloride " m= 1.53
Albite glass m= 1.49
Amber m= 1.55
m 1.54Ivory " =
Quartz m = 1.5
Virus m= 1.6 (a = O05M,. ?
Protein m= 1.6 (a = 0.]__) i_'i
• Bacteria m= 1.4 (a = 1.0/_) ii
Although the refractiv_ lrdex of most non-absorptive materials is not a dr':stic
function of wavelengt'-'._n the region we are dealing with, there usually is some '_
change ( _.30_.) wit_.::avelength, particularly in the infrared. .The dependence i
of the refractive index on wavelength for a number of materials can be found
in the American Institute of Physics Handbook. 13
3 , .,,°
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Absorptive Hatertals _ :
The task of obtainlng the efflciency factor for radlatlon pressure O;.is I,
more difficult for absorptive materials becausejexcept for small values of ,:
the parameter _ , there is no recourse other than the formal Hie theory.
However, the task of carrying out a calculation using _iscomplex theory is
beyond the scope of this study. Consequently for the _-- 0.__ .
and "_k _ O. _3a_wave_engths we have only treated one refractive index m=
|.27-1.37_where i = _:_'" . This refractive index is actually that fo_
iron at 9k-- ._ _ and is one for which _@r has been calculated.14 It,
however, is not precisely equal to the refractive index for iron at the specific I
wavelengths considered here ( eq. for _= , _2_,6K._f)'9--;_/_--/._7,_,; I
and for 2%---- .__tTT= _7-- /,a_f )'_ _ 12,15 !but is typical of the refractive indices ozmany m_tals in this range of
wavelengths, and thus serves as an illustration of the type of behavior to _i
be expected. With this introduction, the initial acceleration as a fun_tlon ii
of particle size for the wavelength /_= .32_X_ and _= .__s shown in i!Fig. Illx4. The dotted line in the figure is the initial acceleration needed
to achieve a I cm concentration density of the type described earlier_ but _i
for this case the temperature is taken at I000°K. This was done because i_
IOD0OK appears to be a more realistic operating temperature than 300 °K since
the materials are absorptive and will heat up when illuminated with high
intensity radiation. The initial accel_ratlon as it appears in the figure _-
has been normalized with respect to the density of the particle material so i
that the figure can be readily applied to a variety of materials. T9 find the
initial acceleration for a specific material, one must only divide the acceleration
appearing in the figure by the specific gravity cf the material.
In common with the previous results for non-absorptlve spheres, there is a
peak in the acceleration dependence for values of particle size where the
parameter ¢_ _6_/_ _/ . Similarly, at larger particle radii, the
acceleration falls off as I/a since the efficiency factor for absorptive
particles also becomes constant. The-main difference between the absorptive
q and non-absorptlve particles is that the acceleration does not fall off at
small values of particle radius but approaches a constant value. This is d_e
to.the fact that while the efficiency factor for scattering diminishes as a
for small particles (i.e. t_< ._ _ the efficiency factor for aos_rptlon dimi-
nishes only as a_8|
The situation changes quite dramatically in the infrared region since the refractive
index of metals becomes quite large and is dominated by the conductivity of
III-6
where (_" is the conductivity in _S units and _=_:_ . WhenyY%_> 10 ,
the scattering dominates the absorption, and the spheres can be treated as
perfectly reflecting for purposes of calculating the radiation pressure.
* The complex part of the re£ractivo index is sometimes referred to as the
absorption index, and reflects the fact that the material is conductive and
1
i £
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For this case, all metals(whereF_C_i0) will behave identically. 1_is require-
ment that m_10 is essentially a requSrement that the skin depth be small in
comparison to the particle size. For the case of_K.l absorption dominates the
scattering and the theory becomes more complicated with different metals behaving
differently depending on their conductivity. The initial acceleration for
• case of iron (but normalized with respect to density) at 4= IO._is shown in
Fig. 111-5. As can be seen, there are two regions of interest, one dominated by
scattering and the other by absorption. In the scattering region, the normalized
acceleration shown would be identical to that for metals which have a conductivity
at least as large as iron, since the efficiency factor for this portion of the
curve was taken from that of perfectly reflecting spheres. 19 The position of the
peak in the scattering region also occurs for particle radii where _=__
The region of the curve marked absorption is much more complicated and is unique
to iron. In this region, the particle size is comparable or smaller than t_
skin depth. A complete discussion of this region is found in Van De Hulst._
An addltlonal constraint is imposed in the case of absorptive particles, in that
there is a limit to the amount of incoming radiation intensity that the particles
*- can accept in order to avoid melting. We have calculated this power for iron .
spheres on the basis of equating the power absorbed from the radiation to the power
lost to black body radiation 16 at the melting temperature of iron (_-|_°_. That is
Powerlost - III-7'
i
where "--_.'7 '''' '_/"_ J_' is _he ,tefan-Boltzmann constant,, is the te_.._perat_:_
- _e_ _)is the efficiencyS"factor for emission at the center of the ra1_ge oz
- wavelengths corresponding to black body radiation at temperature T, _qbJ_ A_ is
the efficiency factor for absorption at the wavelength of the incident radiation,
"_ a is the particle radius_ and W is the intensity of the incident radiation. In
calculatlng the radiant power lost to black body radiation, Kirchhoff's law 20
states that the efficiency factor for emission (the emissivity) at a particular
wavelength is equal to the efficiency factpr for absorption at the same wavelength.
This is the reason that the factor __is included in Eqn. I11-7 for the
emissivity. With this explanation, the maximum incident radiation intens%ty in
ord r to avoid melting iron spher s is plotted as a function of particle radius
in Fig. 111-6 for A_._Z_ ,,_g.__and in Fig. I_I-7 for _= |O.&_..
These plots are superimposed on plots ofth_ initial acceleration with the original
power level of 1 watt/cm 2 taken from Fig. IlI-4 and Fig. III-5.
The depend,ence of the maximum power on particle size is due to the dependencies
of_&_C_&)and_,_{_). As can be seen, the initial acceleration can be greatly
increased in all cases before melting will occur. The allowable power level is
so high in the case of 10.6_radiatlon that it is unlikely it will be approached
in practice. The large size is due in part to the large size of
] 97402] 038-0] 8
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the refractiwe index at 10.._making the iron spheres seem highly reflectingj
" but it is also due to the fhcf that the black body radiation occurs at a much
shorter wavelength (_[j_} _hich places it in a region where the efficiency
factor for absorption_ _nd nence emission, is much larger. The size of the
allowable power leveIs (and the fact that high power levels can be achieved
: with the C09 laser) and the lower required initial accelerations for large.
particles (See Fig. II-I) more than compensate for the smaller accelerations '
obtained with the calculated power level of I watts/cm 2 seen in Fig. III-_ _
and _ig. III-3.
!
Resonant Radiation Pressure
The rad_:ion pressure on atoms and molecules was also considered. However,
the light seatterlng formalism as treated above for p_rticles in the micron
i size range results in accelerations much too small when compared to thermal lienezgles from atoms and mo cules. Referring to Fig. II-I_ it can be seen that
f to satlsfy the requirement based on thermal energy (curve I) for a particle with t,
I a radius of 3 _ (atomic size) would require an initial acceleration of,vl0_ G s. i_
As will be seen below, accelerations on this order ca_ be obtained from atomic i
i resonant absorption in the visible wavelength range. Ii: Q
21
: The force resulting from resonant absorption is given as
?,
where h is Plancks constant, _is the wavelength corresponding to resonant
absorption, _ is the natural lifetime of the excited state, and f is the
fraction of time the atom spends in the upper (excited) state. The quantity f
is linearly dependent on radiation intensity at very low power levels but
eventually stops increasing with increasing power since ultimately the atom
can only absorb a photon until after returning to the ground state, a time delay
which is equal to the lifetime of the excited state. At the point when the
absorption does not increase with power level, the line is said to be saturated.
This equation has a simple interpretation. The quantity _/_ is the mumentum
'_, of a photon and _'_[_ is the number of photons per second t_at the atom can
absorb as limited by the lifetime of the excited state _'d and the
amount of time the atom spends in the ground state without absorbing a photon @
(I = f). The size of th_s fort:e can be estimated by letting 7,.=_o_)'f"jt'--t6_e_
(the value for the sodium D line), and f = 1/2 which assumes the resonance line
is saturated and the ground and cxcited states are equally degenerate.21
' The resultant force is 6.6 x I0"15 dynes and the initial acceleration for the
case of the sodium atom would be 1.7_ z 105 G's. The power level to produce
saturation in this case is .019 W/cm (as wilt be shown below).
Equation Ill-9 can be written In an alternate form by noting that the natural
llnewidth of the resonance line is related to the lifetime of the excited state,
i.e. _ #/_Tf_u . If we define a quality factor for the resonance line
as _ =_o/_l_ , we can rewrite the force e_uation as
-t ,,.2O
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_ where c is the speeci,_.=1_2ht. If we assume that the quality factor of most
resonance lines is a;'_.--,",._:_]yindependent of the resonance frequency, _,P
this equation makes it clear that the force resulting from atomic resonant
absorption is proportional to the second power• of the resonant frequency. Con-
sequently, one should not expect significant forces (or accelerations) .from
resonant absorption in the microwave frequency range.
21
Ashkin makes the obser,,atlon an his paper that, depending on the applica-
tion, doppler shifts of the atoms as they gain speed may limit the achievable
acceleration by caus.'-._gthe atoms to move off of resonance. One solution
to this, as Askln nt".:"r:as to power broaden the resonance llne so that the
effective llnewidth -_-Xncrec-ed. • broader resonance llne may also make
frequency control of _he laser supplying the resonant radiation unnecessary.
I¢ then becomes relevant "to know how much power is needed to achieve saturation
since broadening ensues at powers greater than this. To do this calculation
we need to know the scattering cross section for. resonance absorption. _e
optical theorem states"" •
where _-_]_3 is th,::_e_:,l cross section for absorption, k is the wavevector
of the incoming radiazi_n "_ _"
--_, _. stands for_he real part of,_=_]" ,
and _ is the polarizability. Using a simple classical model for damped
harmonic motion of an electron_the polarizability is given as 23
• -- - - . XII-12
L
where _ is the resonance frequency_ M is the electron mass, __ is the electron
charge_and _ is th,i ii_._idth. The cross section for absorption is thus
. i
Evaluatin_ this on reson_:,ce by taking _,_- _: l._fl KI _. yields C._._ = ::
t |,O(,_lO _e_a. The force on the atom based on the absorption cross section is givenas
•2z
1 t
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Equating this equation to Eqn. III-9 and then solving for the Intensity W
gives W_ /._X/_E_$Anl _ or .0/_ yVq_EJ/Cm ¢ to saturaCe
the line. This intensi_y i. sufficiently low that saturation can easily be
achieved and significant power broadening can be accomplished with realizable i
laser sources. Ashkin discusses the size of the broadening as a function_o_ _
power level in his paper. 21 _
The real limitation to the use of resonant radiation pressure lles in the |'{i
requirement that a laser source be available at precisely the resonant
!ifrequency of interest. However, strides are being made in the developmentuf tunable lasers so tha_ this interesting technique may lend itself to, applications in the near future.
TiConclusion
This completes the section on radiation pressure. However_ since the size iI
of the acceleration that can be produced is dlrectly related to the inteslty ._'
of the "light" sourc% some comment as to the power levels that can be achieved I
is in order. For the ultraviolet Helium Cadmium.laser (.32_) onl_w!_ mW "24total pow _ is possible. The Helium Neon laser zs capable f I00 The i
CO_ laser is capable of extremely high powers, I0 kW or greater, but these are _
only for very expensive, v@ry large lasers. Considering a laser 3 f_et long i1
as a maximum size, I00 W 2b is a reasonable power level that can be expected. II
All of these values are for CW operation. It should be noted that very high I!
Intensltles can be achieved by focussing the laser and thus placing the total
power available in a small area. The theoretical limit to this focusing is i
an area that is equal to the square of the wavelength, li
i
22
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IV. SOUND PRESSURE o
Our investigation has been limited to compressional waves in gases and
liquids, and the effects of such _aves on particles suspended in the medium. :_
Particles may be moved by two effects: radiation pressure and/or acoustze
streaming.
i Radiation Pressure
The DC radiation pressure is described by an equation similar in form to the
expression for radiation pressure in an electromagnetic wave, that is, the
pressure is equal in value to the energy density of the wave. 26 The net DC
force produced on an obstacle in the medium carrying the sound wave is equal
to the effective cross section area ratio for momentum transfer times the _
actual cross section area of the particle times the energy density of the i
sonic wave. As in electromagnetic radiation the effective cross section
t
area of the particle is much smaller than the actual cross section for par- :.
tlcle sizes smaller than a wavelength, so that little force results in that
regime.
O
Now in gases, the maximum sonic frequency which can be transmitted _ithout
excessive attenuation due to the medium itself is in the order of 106 Hz,
corresponding to a wavelength of 10-2 to I0-I cm. 27 Thus, manipulation of
small particles in a gaseous medium using sonic radiation pressure appears
to be impractical, since micron sized particles would be much s=aller than
a wavelength of sound.
In a liquid medium, however, frequencies up to the order of 109 Hz can _e
propagated, 27 corresponding to wavelengths of 1 to i0 microns, so that smaller
particles can be moved in a liquid medium. We have not been able to pursue
this use of sound radiation pressure in d_tail, because of limits of time and
• money, but it is worthy of'further investigation, especially as to the char-
acteristics of practical sources of energy at such frequencies, and the sonic
reflective or absorptive characteristics of particular substances.
Acoustic Streamin_
Acoustic streaming is another sonic effect which we have not been able to
pursue in detail during this study, but _ich shows interesting possibilities
for manipulation of small particles. Acoustic streaming is a DC, convective
type of motion of the medium which occurs under certain circumstances with
sonic radiation. Particles suspended in the medium will experience degrees
of motion related to their size, thus forming a possible means of sorting.
One type of acoustic streaming is caused by the presence of solid boundaries
such as the walls in a resonant chamber containing a standing wave•
The streaming or vortical motion of the medium results from the fact that no
sllp motion can occur at t_e walls. A well known example of this phenomenon
23 :,_
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iS the "J_ " "• _ ;',,i_,h"_n& sand or lycopodium powder ie
shaken:_to • Sc'_<ding wave visible. When the
tube Is_ner_ Ic_ Irom the interaction of the
standingw_.'e _. ,c L_e.:_ses the powder to be transported
and deposited o_:_ _ he r, _f the.._ta_ding wave•
Rayleigh28- • ".-.-..-_- _.,_2.9.-,-_- - • _Lord and "'-'_' ',.,_,.,._..g_ a_on others, solved this problem for t e
particular case of a;standing. _ue of. sound existing in a waveguide formed
by a pair of parallel p!_e_ te_z_;a'.'edat one end by a reflecting wall so
as to produce a standin_ Gave. TLe_. derived equations for the net horizon-
tal and vertical DC .=*__'_,_ _,o_ichs of the particles of the medium during
: steady state excitati_._.
Outside the motionless thin film immediately adjacent to the walls_ the net
horizontal velocity, _.-- .i" given by
J.
• 3u 2 sin _Kx 3(y I - y)_o {u2 ffi" 16c I 2 _ (1)
• Yl
and the net DC vertical velocity, perpendicular to the walls, is g_ven by
2 2K _,_ 2Kx (3,1 . y)3
"3no "'_ f .'_v2 lye." y 2 (2)
YI
where
" y £s the distance from one wall to the point under consideration
Yl is the distance from one wall to the mld-plane of symmetry
U is the maximum value of the instantaneous horizontal velocity
KO is the wave number of the sound wave# i.e. K = (2_/k)
x iS the.horlzontal distance from the sound source
C is the velocity of sound in the medium
_t is seen that these motions describe a series of vortices periodic with
. respect to x in the distance k/2. The vertical velocity, v2, is negative,
thac Is_ towards the walls, at the loops_ and positive, or away from the
wall_ at the nodes, vanishing in each case both at the wall_ y - O, and at
the plane of symmetry_ y m Yl" The equatio_ for u2, the average horizontal
veloclty, shows that it is zero at both the nodes and the loops, and has
maximum positive and negative values half-way between the nodes and the
loops.
The nature of the vortices explains the behavior of the Kundt's tube. It
is seen that particles suspended in the medium will be carried horizontally
to_ and deposited out at, the nodes. I
24 i
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' _ In Figure I, AB represents the wall and CD the plane of sy_netry, and the
_: directions of motions in the vortices are indicated by the arrows.
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Figure I - StreamiPg Vortices in a Chamber Containing a Standing Wave
We have in a preliminary way extended Rayleigh's analysis to explore the
behavior of the vortices in the frequency do.,-_inand to determine the ef-
fect of the streaming motions of the medium on particles of various sizes
immersed in the medium.
One can assume a transient situation in which the sound is turned on and a
short time later the streaming motions of the medium reach steady state
i velociti( . At this early time the suspended particles, which are assumedto be very much larger than the particles of the medium, are assumed to
i have reached only a small fraction of the velocity of the medium. We can
; then calculate the force on these particles using Stoke's law which states
"_ the proportionality between drag force and the product of the differential
i velocity, viscosity of the medium, and particle radius• Dividing the drag
force by the mass of the particle yields a value for initial acceleration
of the particles.
Znltlal accelerations computed in this way do not of course show directly
what can be achieved in a particle sorting device based on these principlesj
but the order of magnitude of the initial acceleration produced and its var-
, latlon with particle parameters gives a general indication of the potential-
Ities of such devices•
The results of this preliminary analyses yield the following conclusions:
)
• !
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1) At low frequencies of excitation the particles would tend to be deposited ;_
at the nodes in relatively narrow bands, i
2) At high frequencies the deposition would still concentrate at the nodes
but much more diffusely than at low frequencies. " i_
3) The initial accelerations are greater at _he higher frequencies, " Jl
4) The acceleration produced is inversely proportional to the product of ['i
the density of the particle and the square of its radius. Ii
5) In a practical case we assumed water droplets of one micron radius in air
in a parallel plate channel containing a standing wave with acoustic sound
level of 12b dB above 0.002 dynes/cm 2. At low frequencies the maximum ii
initial axial acceleration was calculated to be 17 cm/sec 2 or --O.017 G2 I_
and the maximum initial vertical acceleration was found to be 39 cm/sec2_ ii
or 0.039 G. At high sonic frequencies the maximum initial axial acceler- ,_J_
ation remains about the same_ but the vertical co_onents increase with I_
frequency. - i_.
The preliminary results indicate that a_oustic ztreaming will produce signi-
ficant motion of particles. Further work is needed to confirm what has
already been done, and to work out in more detail thz particle motions due
to streaming forces in a viscous medium.
Other Acoustic Forces
Three other acoustic forces are listed by Hueter and Bolt 30, but have not
been investigated in this program. They are mentioned here as a guide to
possible future work. They are as follows:
Direction
Type of Force Cause Drag Coefficient of Force "
'_verage Stokes" Temperature Toward
dependence of 3_ - 3)_ Source
viscosity _
-- =- m ,, ......
"Oseen" Wave _ C2 sin_ Depends ondistortion _ phase
=, , ,,
2 2
"Bernoulli" Hydrodynamic _ 1 _ 2 Attraction
Flow 3 d4 between 2particles
The symbols used are defined as follows:
• r = particle radius
d = distance betweet_ two adjacent particles
" y = specific heat ratio
. _ = viscosity coeflclent
P - density of the medlu_
C2 = u2/u° = fractional 2nd harmonic content
- phase'shlft between fundamental and 2nd harmonic of distorted sound wave
26
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0£ these £orce_, t:_£ £(,rce Of attraction'between adjacent particles Is of
interest because i_'can be used Lo produce agglomeratlon of particles.
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V. PARTICUL_%TE RADIATION !
We consider particulate radiation to denote streams of elementary particles
such as electrons, ions, or uncharged gas molecules, il
I
We have considered the case of an electron beam impinging on an aggregation of
particles and have calculate_ t_he forces and accelerations produced by relatively
low energy electrons whose mass is approximately equal to the rest mass. * _Xe
will assume for simplicity that the electron is totally absorbed by the particle :
it strikes so that it gives up all its energy and momentum to the particle.
The derivation of the force equation is quite sim_le, and it proceeds as foll_s:
The force on the particle is just the momentum of each electron times the number
of electrons captured per second
,
d#'P-.a d'F"
, pc, elec't"ro. Fee e_e c_" _4,4_eI
'! For velocities much less than the velocity of light the electron velocity is
I given by :
I where V is the potential difference in volts through which the electron was
accelerated.!
J
The middle term arises from the fact that there are 6.28 x 1018 elect_tons/
second per ampere of current. J is the current density in amp ores/cm 2.
Putting in values for _a_we get for the force on a spherical particle
of radius a cm
,I
The acceleration produced in a vacuum is obtained by dividing both sides of the
I equation by the particle mass, (4/3_(_lYieldingr _.
|
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In a specific case we assune an electron beam of I00 volts energy and I0
utilliamperes/cm2 current density, i_inging on particles of i_ radius and
1 gram/cm 3 density in an evacuated chamber. Putting these values into the
acceleration equation, we find a large acceleration of 254 cm/sec 2 or 0.259 G
} for this example. . }
Interaction Cha._ber _ _ ')|
• The above calculations asstu_.ed an idealized situation in which electrons !
continuously strike particles and give up all their energy and momentum to them. _.
In a practical case, however, there are several characteristics of the electrcn- i
particle collisions which must be considered before it can be determined whether i
the idealized model can be practically realized. Let us consider the case of
the evacuated chamber first and determine what happens when the electron bean
is turned on. We will assume an electron energy in the order of i0 volts, low !
enough that secondary electron emission will not complicate the problem.
Initially the electrons will be absorbed by the particles pretty murh in accord-
ance with the simple model on which the force equation was derived. As time
goes on the particles will become negatively charged, and no further electrons
will be absorbed when the potential of the particles reaches the energy of the
beam.
; Nevertheless, even though no further electrons are absorbed by the particles
after charge equilibrium is reached, additional electrons will be s_opped or
scattered by the potential field of the particles, so that momentum should
•_ continue to be transferred to them, and the effective cross section of the
particles should continue to be the same order of magnitude as their actual
cross section area. But then the probl_m becomes m_re complicated because
potential differences may exist between the walls of the container and the
particles which will produce additional fnrces on the particles.
: It was beyond the scope of this study to work out the kinds of interaction
: chambers which might be required to utilize the force created by an electron
beam impinging on particles, The charges produced on the particles certainly do
" complicate the practical problem of utilization devices compared to the use of
the other force fields considered, which do not produce charges on the particles.
It should also be noted that it may be difficult to use an electron beam to
' manipulate particles in a viscous medium such as air because of th_ large
abso._ption or scattering of the beam by the gas molecules themselves. For
example, t/:e attenuation constant for a 100 volt electron beam entering neon
gas (which has a relatively low collison cross section for electrons) at I torr
pressure is I0 per cm, so that the beam would be reduced to i/e of its initial
intensity in 0.i cm031
f
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VI. ELECTROSTATI_ '. "_?
Electrostatic fort. _:-.: ", ."t of coulomb force ss,i.e., forces on charged
i particles in an el,'_ , or electrephoretic forces, i.e., forces on
small charged parti-J.., :." ._?odial solutions, or dielectrophoret£c forces,
i.e., forces on uncLt-:: :'.;,..,Lclesin an electric field.
_t I
I Ne have not treated coulomb forces, because in general 2 they are large forces,
their characteristics are widely known and utilized in electrostatic pre-
clpltators, and they are not generally capable of fine control because of the
uncertainty of the amoc,_..... charge put on the particles by corona discharge.
Ne have not considered e1_xophoretic forces because we understand that NASA
already has a program of evaluation of electrophoretic effects in the zero
gravity environment. - ---
Olelectrophoresis .,...
Dielectrophoresis is the_::;-negiven to the production of forces on uncharged
partlcles in a non-uniform electric field resulting from the electric p@lari-
• zatlon of the particle. The polarization is caused by shifts in the electron
clouds of the atoms produced by the electric field so that each atom acquires a
dipole moment. If the field is uniform_ equal and opposite forces are produced
on _he induced charges of the dipole_ and no net force results on _he particle.
If the fleld is non-unifor% however, the forces on the dipole are not equal
and opposite, and a weak _ _ force exists on the particle. Dielectrophore_ic
forces are predictable an._...rerroducible)since they originate from fundamental
properties of the particle and of the field.
The derivation of the ezpression for the magnitude of the dielectrophoretic
force is given in advanced texts on electromagnetic theory_ such as Stratton's
Electromagnetic Theory_ Ist edition 1941 published by HcGraw Hill. The deriva-
tion will be sketched out here, and then some typical examples of the magnitude
of acceleration which can be proouced on various substances in a simple coaxial
structure with a potential difference applied between the coaxial elements will
be given•
$tratton gives the change in energy resulting from introducing a body of per-
mittlvity _2 into a uniform medium of permittivity_- I as 32
,- f. dr
where E is the electric field vector inside the body_ and Eo is the electric
field v_ctor in the neighborhood of _he particle before it was brought into
the field_ i.e._ the _pplie_ field. If the body is spherlcal Stratton shows
the relation between E and Eo for a uniform field to be_# _ -.
-
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Looking ahead, one notes that the field must be non-uniform in order for
there to be a force, so that there is a question as to the validity of
using Eq. VI-2 for this ca._e. It can be shown, however, that Eq. VI-2 i
gives the zero order term in the electric field for the non-uniform case t r
and also becomes a reasonable approximation to the total field if the
variation in the field is small over the voluF..eof the sphere. If we _
now substitute the value of E given by Eq. VI-2 into the integral ex- i
• pression for the energy, given by Eq. VI-1, we note that the integrand ii
is spatially varying, thus complicating the evaluation of the integral.
Nevertheless, the integral can be evaluated by taking the electric field
to be constant, using the value at the center of the sphere as the mean
value. This will be a good apprc>:imation to the integral if the varia-
tion in field is small over the volume of the sphere. I
The resulting value of the change in energy due to introducing the sphere
turns out to be
• i
where a is the radius of the sphere.
#
The force acting on the sphere is the negative of the gradient of the energy
change In the direction of the force. Tlus
' F =
i and performing the indicated differentiation, and substituting KI_ o fore l
i and K^f__. for_2j where K_ and K2 are the relative dielectric constants ofL O
the medium and the particle respectively, and _is the permittivity of a
vacuuma we find that the expression for the force on the particle is
l
i This expression is in ]':KS units. The force Is in newtons (I newton = 105
dynes); the particle radius a is in ineters, the electric field, Eo, is in
volts per meter, andre is the permitt£vlty of a vacuum = 8.855 x-!0 "12 .
"_ i farads/meter. I
[ The main assumptions on which the validity of the above analysis df.pends are
p#
! that (I), the particles are small compared to the distance in which the elec-
t" tric field changes appreciabl_., and that (2), the number of particles per
_ unit volu=o is small enough that the presence of the particles does not
' i appreciably affect the pattern of the applied field. For sr.mll particles
dispersed in a reasonably sized interaction chamber, these assumpticns
i should be met. '
} 31 i
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Examples of Dlelectrovhoretic Force
Let us consider the case of a particle-field interaction chamber consiating
of two coaxial electrodes of radius R1 and R2 meters with the particles
located in the annular space between the electrodes, and a potential dif-,
ference Oleo volts applied to the electrodes. Such a configuration yie_
a highly non-uniform radial electric field between the electrodes. It can
be shown that in this configuration the product of Eo_EoM _ where _ is in
the radial direction in this case, Is
e,/e .7 "
where _ is the radial distance outward from the axis of the cylinders.
.- Thus in this partlcular configuration the force on the particle IS given by:
""' " ""'°"°"b' Oot--
vher_ is the density of the particle in Kglmeter 3.
Note that the acceleration in a vacuum produced by the dielectrophoretlc force
is dependent on the dielectric constant of the particle and its density_ but
is independent of its size.
If we now assume that the applied potential,_ o is I0,000 volts, that R1 is
" I ¢m and R2 is 2 .cm, that x = R1 = 1 cm (meaning that the particle is located
near the surface of the inner electrode), we find accelerations expressed In
units of g as follows for a number of substances:
32
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"':' " I (K._-I)
.. ; nteleetric ------=---- Acceleration produced at
.... _ (K2+2)
". _ ..":_ant_ the center of a coa._a]
Density, _ Clausius-. chamber with R1 = 1 cm,
in (_imension- Hosotti R2 = 2 cm, and I0,000
Substance ggr/meter 3 less) Constant volts applied
i Water 1.0 x 103 - Bl.O 0.97 x I0"3 -0.55 g
Oil 0.8 x 103 "! 2.2 0.36 x 10 -3 -0.21 g"Paper _ 8 . _- 5 42 I 3 0.24
Boro-
Silicate ....
Class 2.24 x 103 4.86 0.25 x 10.3 -0.144 g ' ,
• Diamond 3.51 x 103 ": 16.5 0.24 x 10"3 -0.135 g . :
• Hica 3.0 x 103 6.0 0.21 x 10 -3 -0.119 g
Sulphur 2.07 x 103 4.2 0.25 x 10-3 -0.142 g
Dry Wood _ 0.5 x 103 ~ 6.0 1.25 x 10"3 -0.712 g:
If we assume that a lower limit of manipulation would occur when the energy
added to the particle by the dielectrophoretic force acting on the particle
all the way from the outer electrode to the inner electrode is equal to its
thermal energy, we find an estimate of the minimum size of manipulatable
particles to be about 0.06 microns for the particular interaction chamber
described above.
Sug_nary of DielectroEhoresls Effects
In summary, the acceleratlons produced by dielectrophoresls are very substan-
tial, being in the order of 0.i to I g, they are independent of particle size,
they are inversely proportional to the density of the particle, and they are
a function of the dielectric constant of the particle. Particles down to about
0.05 microns radius should be manipulatable before random thermal energy inter-
feres.
33
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_| VII, MAGNETIC FORCES
i We are all familiar with the very large forces exerted on ferromagnetic sub-
stances by magnetic fields generated either by electromagnets or by pert.anent
magnets. These forces may be exerted on particles of ferromagnetic "substances
which have no initial magnetic poles as well as on permanent magnets. In theformer case, the magnetic field cau es th highly polarizable domains o_ _he
magnetic material to line up with the field. If the magnetic field is uniform.
in the direction of the field, equal and opposite forces are applied to the
induced magnetic poles in the particle, and no net force on the particle
results.
If, on the other hand, the magnetic field is non-uniform in the direction of
the field, then the forces on the induced poles are not equal, and there is
a net force on the particle which urges it in the direction of the stronger
field. The direction and magnitude of the force are independent of the po-
larity of the field, so that a net force is produced in AC as well as in DC
fields.
The derivation of the force equation for materials in a magnetic field fol-
lows the same steps as the derlvaclon for the dielectrophoretlc force de_
scribed in the previous section, and equations Vl-l, 2, 3, 4, 5 and _ when
changed to magnetic units, describe the steps in the derivation of the
magnetic force.
For the magnetic case, the dielectric constant, K_, of the particle is re-
placed by the magnetic permeability,4_Zof the parEicle, and the dielectric
constant, K. of the medium, is replaced by unity_ since it is assumed that
the medium will be non-maznetic. The electric fields, _ and E , are replaced
_ 0
by magnetic fields H and H . The resultant equation for the magnetic force
on-a spherical particle is°
/ vlz-i
where
/_ is the magnetic permeability of the particle
a is the radius of the particle in cm
is the field strength in oersteds
o
"# .HdVHo is the directional derivative of the field.in the direction of the
_H_ field in oersteds/cm
We note that this force is proportional to the volume of the particle,
whereas electromagnetic radiation pressure, sound pressure_ and electron
_ i beams all produced forces proportional to the ar__K_eaof the particles.
Note that this is in cgs units_ while dlelectrophoretic force is in mks
units. !u the following_ we will take the case where the field and its
derivative are both in the x direction.
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If we dividq both sides of the equation' by the mass of the particle, where _
M ffi(4/3)_a _, we get the expression for the acceleration produced in a
i vacuum, or the initial acceleration produced in a viscous fluld_ ._
• ii
F Ira - I) H ox " FAccel _ ffi 0.238 '
x ffi H p(_ + 2) ox-_-x cm/sec2 VII-2
and we see that this is dependent only on the density and the magnetic prop-
erties of the particle I and not on its size.
Forces on Ferromagnetic Particles
Now if _ is much greater than I, as is the case for ferromagnetic substances, I[
the fraction _-i)/(_+2) is practical unity, so that the acceleration equa- [
tlon simplifies to t
{
, H dH :_
Accel x - 0.238 ox ox cm/sec 2 for ferromagnetic particles ._/II-3p dx
! °
: It is possible in magnetic equipment to develop a product of Hox (dHox/dx)
of magnitude 107 oersteds2/cm, and putting this number along with a typical
i ferromagnetic material density of 8 grams/cm 3 into the acceleration equation,
we get
Accel (ferromagnetic) = 300_000 cm/sec 2 V£I-4
_ 300 G
.This is a very large effect indeed_ and can be used, for example, to remove
ferromagnetic particles from other particles with a good separation effi-
+ clency.
t
_ts magnitude is sufficient to warrant a look at the limiting velocities in
viscous media such as air or water. To determine the limiting velocity, we
equate the driving force as derived above to the dra_ force as given by
Stoke's Law. Again assuming a practical value of I0/ oersteds2/cm for
Hox (dHox/dX) as in the previous example, we find
107a3 = 6_av
VlI-_
driving force _
2
_ a
V " 5.3 x 105 _- cm/sec VII-6
5 , ,-
J
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where _ is the vi,.r iLy of the fluid in poises. For a ferromagnetic par-
ticle of I micron radius the l_miting velocities turn out to be
Vlim (a_'_cN_,:_"= 30 cm/scc VII-7 •
Vlim (wate'/-.._..'.--' cm/sec VII-8 :
These velocities are very substantial, even in water. In air they should
produce usable _.ffects even for magnetic particles smaller than 1 micron
in radius, .. .
Forces on Diamagnetic and Paramagnetic Particles
Most non-ferrorAmgneti_'bmterials have permeabillties which differ slightly
from unity, typically by _ • _._parts per million. The permeability may be
either slightly greater than unity, as in paramagnetic materials, or slightly
less than unity, as in _i;anagnetic materials.
The force equation for such substances can be simplified because the factor
' _+2) in ehe denominator is very nearly equal to 3 for diamagnetic and para-
magnetic substances. In this case the force equation becomes
dH
= _ - I a3 ox dynes VII-9Fx 3 Hox d--"_
and the acceleration equation for the practical case of H (dHox/dX) = I07
oersteds2/cm becomes " ox
F
-' Accel =._x = 8 x 10+5 _ cm/sec 2 VII-IO
x M p
' The factor (_-I)/_ is called the "specific magnetic susceptibility," and
values for this parameter for many substances are listed in the Handbook
_ of Chemistry and Physics, 42nd Edition, _p. 1647 to 2657. Specific suscep-
-- tlbilitles run from about + 10-4 to -i0" for a wide range of elements and
compounds. Taking a few examples, we find values as follows:
! Acceleration Icoduced in a Practical
{ Specific Nagnetlc Non-Linear Field where Hox(dHox/dX)=
i Substance Susceptibility i07 oersteds
Mercury (liquid) -0.15 x 10 "6 -0.12 cm/sec 2
Arsenic -0.31 x 10 "6 -0.25 cm/sec 2
Wood -0.3 to -0.7x10 "6 -0.24 to -0.56 cm/sec 2
Aluminum +0.6 x 10 "6 +0.48 cm/sec 2
Air at NTP +24 x 10-6 +19 cm/sec 2 (bu_ this is too low a
velocity to compete with random ther-
mal velocity of the molecules)
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In summary we can say that the forces produced on ferromagnetic particles
by application of a non-uniform AC or DC magnetic field are very large.
They will produce large accelerations in a vacuum which are independent of
the size of the particles. E_en in viscous media such as air or water,
appreciable values of limiting velocity can be obtained.
_s
F
The analysis given here applies only to low frequency AC fields where the
curl terms in Maxwell's equations are negligably small. This will generally
5e true for excitation frequencies in the audio frequency range.
Although the forces on non-ferromagnetic materials are orders of magnitude
less than the forces on ferromagnetic materials, they may be sufficient to
produce useful sorting effects in an evacuated chamber.
-°
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Vlll. S_._RY
It was the purpose of this study to obtain quantitative understanding of a
series of weak forces acting on small particles. The forces considered were
those derived from light, heat, and microwaves (electromagnetic radiation
pressure), electric interactions, magnetic interactions, particulate inte_-
actions, and sound. Throughout the body of this report, we have attempted,
to give a physical understanding of the forces considered as well as formulae
which express how the _ize of the particular force depends on the physical
and electrical properties of the particle.
In the second section we have evaluated the drift velocity in a viscous fluid
as a function of initial acceleration in addition to considering the competing
effects of thermal random motion. Out of all of this comes a means of selectively
sorting or moving particles by choosing a force system and/or environment such
that the particle of interest reacts uniquely.
The table below will serve as a summary of the forces considered and a demon-
stration of how the initial acceleration, drift velocity, and ultimate particle
denslty distribution (_0(is the distance in which approximately 70 percent
of the particles will be confined) is affected by particle, input, and environ-
. mental parameters•The dlelectrophoretic and magnetic forces are identical as to their _ependence
on particle size and are unique in that the initial acceleration does not depend
on particle size. The dependence of response parameters (acceleration, drift
veloclty,_O_) for the electromagnetic radiation force is probably the most
" unique of all the forces considered because of the strong dependence of the
efficiency factor_p_ on particl_ size. Consequently, radiation pressure offers
the best possibilities for selectively moving particles on the basis of particle
size alone. Sound pressure is not included in the summary because the force is
quite complex and not amenable to a short surm=ary. In all of the cases in the
table, the drift velocity and the parameter _ are independent of particle
density since the particle forces are independent of mass.
It "is difficult to summarize the sizes of the acceleration, drift velocity, and
_i confinement distance because they are very depen!ent on the excitation levels
used as well as the particle parameters. However, in order to convey some
Indlcation of the size of effect to be expected, values which are typical in a
: gross sense are given for the response parameter_ for each of the forces in the
table. Howe_er, for complete appraisal of the sizcs of the response parameters
that can be achieved, particularly for the case cf radiation pressure, reference
_ should be made to the appropriate section of this report.
_e reader should note that in the table the ex;resslons for acceleration,
• dxift velocity, and confinement distance under r:_ 2, Magnetic Force, are given
in mks units. The equations used to describe =_£_._tlc effects in the body of
_ ' the text are given in cgs units.
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i • b
= radlu_-- of particle
_Y
9 = deas!:_ of-partlcle
i._ _ = vlscc-_ity of fluid
;, = Bolt_-_-=_s constant -
"_ = absolu:e temperatureS_
: _"._. _L = pe_it:ivlty of particle
_- _I = pe_t:i%,ity of background
__ /_ = perneabillty of particle
Io = pe_e_bility of free space
-_. _o = electr--c field} •
i- _o = magnetic field
--"-__ = ele::ric field directional derivative :
- iE.I
I • _ = na_:Ic field directional derivative
_f_= efficie--_y factor for radiation pressure
q
= wavele--$:h of E.M. radiation
_ = intensi_ of E.M. radiation (watts)
I _ = speed of light
_r_ = refractive index of particle
- _ = Planck's constant
k"
I _o = resona_ frequency of atom
' M = particl=- =ass
i quality factor of resonant llne = _4_
current :'ensity
, _/ = accelerating voltage of electrons ..
4O
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